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A b s t r a c t

If a true width of the resonance О is large, as it is

usual for О in the qq and q
2
q models, the data en the proness

У у-> 5" -* 7 ̂  testify to preference of the magnitude ^$-/y (w^

~ 1.3 KeV predicted by qq raodej as compared with a value Y {

</< 1 KeV predicted in the fraaiework of the q
2
 q model.
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1. Introduction

A question of «n intrinsic structure of the scalar reso-

nance §4990) with quantum numbers I (3 ) » 1~(0*)* Is open

up to now« The sodels representing S* as tt e bounded states

of two-quark system qq* or four-quark system q
a
^

2
' , predict

a width Г
5
=- 300-400 UeV

/A
~
3/
. Meanwhile, in the experiment

on study of the process

the S~ resonance was observed ss a narrow peak in a mass

spectrum of the system *7^ with a vtidth /J « 50 Mev'*'.

Such a considerable difference between the experimental obser-

vation and theoretical prediction had not led, however, to

exclusion of the above models from consideration* because it

had been observed'-" , that an existence ot the channel KK

changed a form ot spectrum SHJJT i° euch -, Banner» that

it turasd out to be possible to get a narrow №*ж distri-

bution at true width Fg ж 300 MeV both in the q*q
a
model

/
"

l
»

6>r

and qq model'
2
»

3
'.

A large true width ot the 5~ aeson was observed in the
/7/ —

experiment' " on study of the ma ее spectrum of KK in the

process



J/T~+p -e> /? + Z) •* n+JTrt-Ъ ^ (2)

where it had been found, that

Because of similarity of predictions of the models qq and

q
z
q

a
 in a case of the reaction (1), it was expected, that a

measurement of the radiative width f\yy » sensitive to

quark structure of д , would make it possible to understand

a nature of the £~ resonance. But for reliable conclusion we

need for reliable theoretical calculations of <Syy i& diffe-

rent models. Л review of the literature on this question, how-

ever, makes a discouraging impression because of existence of

very different predictions even in the framework of the same

consideration on intrinsic structure of & •

In the model qq :

2.5*3.8 /8/

0.0»0.37 /9/

4.8 /W/ (4)

1.3 /11/

1.24*1.5 /12/

In the q q model t

0.27 /13/

In the model of (KE)-aolecule :

/^ = 0.6 KeV /12/ (6)

The same value /7, » 0.6 KeT follows from the model qq
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i f the intermediate state /fl>= /KM /> plays the Bain

role in the matrix element

The experimeutal пшпЬег for / J V K » obtained from the data

/14/ f
on ^ y collisions'

15
' is

What cne can conclude on a base of the result (8) taking

into account that BR/o^fiy** 1 ? Basing on the results of

Refs./8,10-12/ and /13/, one could say that V is the four-

-quark system q^q
2
 • But the results of Refs./9/ and /14/ lead

to opposite conclusion - that 5" is two-quark meson»

So, to resolve the question on the nature cf the 8~ reso-

nance we need for the reliable theoretical prediction for

in each of models. Before to discuss a reliability of different

calculations of *byjf »
 ve
 want to note that the experimental-

number (8) for i\yr itself seems not to be reliable enough,

because it ha» been obtained from analysis of the experimental

data assuming relatively small width /g- « 54 ИеТ.

But as it follows from the above discussion, a true width

of S~ meson is considerably larger. Then a considerably larger

value of /$yjp can be obtained' *' from the same experimental

data.

In this paper, it will be shown that a value ^y^/^'^e)

1.3 KeV is more natural for the two-quark S~ meson and such

a value is not inconsistent with the experimental data'
1
 .



2. Ыхг in the two-quark model of the resonance 5".

Of the values (4) for ^Irr ^ *
n e
 41 model, two

last ones are independent from any parameters of the model.

The value /}•**• • 1»3 KeT may be obtained in the ваше way

as the values of W / , /Zys 2nd пъ'уг* by calculation of the

quark-loop diagrams shown in Pig.1, using the cfairal Lagran-

gian

where Жд is nonet of pseudoscalar mesons, <3~
A
 - is

nonet of their scalar partners, ^? and /" - are charge

and mass matrices of quarks.

• 1 /Уз
 t

 A = o

• / '

We can consider ^4 as two-quark objects, Ж - are just

the saae ones, because O
1
^ pass into JT

A
 under chiral trans-

formationa. Then, the twa-quark S^meson лау be identified

with the isovector <5" meson.

к calculation of the amplitudes corresponding to the

diagrams of Fig.1 results in

where
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It should be noted, that the results (1O)-(12) ere inde-

pendent from the parameter» Q and #?/ of the model (9) at

q «0. So, they hare as universal character. Prom a compari-

son of the widths of the decays 7T-*2tf, f+Ztf aad ?'•*• 2f

calculated using the matrix element (10), with 6srff)=67r{o),

&* /f*j'= £~ /oj and ^y'ffzj ^ G-j'/u) t one could conclude

that dependence of (r-ff'-Jon. f*~ is negligible.

Therefore, because the two-photon width of gero-spin

aeson is defined by the foxmula

х
%/(<**>

 ( Ш

independently of its parity, one may calculate the two-pho-

ton width of the $* meson, using the known width 'jr

This value is close to the value /5», a, 1.24 - 1.5 obtained

in Ref./12/ by different methods based on the observation

that the spatial wavefunctions of all q$* states with 1 * 1

have to be practically identical. Then, the width of £*•

may be expressed through the known width of A^2^ by recalcu

lation of spinopolarization and phase space factors resul-

ting in

at /^y^« 0.93

But if we take the smaller value /7 v v • 0.77 KeT,

we shall get /r**. ~ 1*2* KeT.

к circumstaace that the absolutely different methods



of evaluation of Г$уу, independent from any of details of
ntheory, resulted in the same value of /'g ~~- , allows us

to aeeert that the value /7
r
(

w
&) ~

 1 # 3 K e V i s t n e moat Te
~

liable one in the qq model of the $~ resonance.

Г <-

3. 'frr in the four-quark model of the & resonance

The vaiue ̂ v-~ 0.27 KeV was obtained in Ref./13/ on a

base of rough estimate

where the factor 0.223 *аз connected with colour and flavour

combinatorics. In the formula (16), 'oa^yf ^
s
 ***е two-pho-

ton width of the two-quark system. Рог '
П
эу->УГ

 fcile
 authors

of Ref./13/ used the estimate /J^v^ ^ 5 2eV fr.a P.ef./10/.

But we have shown that the valae Г
s
^

yr
 ~ 1*3

 K e 7 i s
 шсге

reliable for the width of the two-photon annihilation of the

two-quark system. Then, from the formula (16), the value

/jjry (tog) ~ 0.073 КеУ would be obtained. Such a value is unac-

ceptable for a number of reasons. Partially, these reasons

were described in fief./H/, where it had been shown that the

intermediate state //7> = />^"^> of the matrix element (7)

at S'Sk
t
^~ usually used in the q

2
q~ model' ' gave the va-

lue

— / 7 — P 9

Therefore, it seems that the value ^ / ^ - 1 - 2 Ke7 is the

reldLable one for the four-quark model of g~ also. But let's



imagine for a moment that the estimate '%x-r •'

KeV following from the formula (16) would be right due xz

some compensations originated by other intermediate states,

What picture would we have then ? An amplitude 5f the transition

'b + K
t
,K -+ У У ~в described by the expression

For a wide S~ resonance

„ О

In the energy region of interest it ie unlikely that the

imaginary part of the amplitude connected with a real pro-

duction of the pair К К would be compensated by contribu-

tion of other states* So, if the real part of the amplitude is

small at /S ^2^, we wait for a fast increasing of & f

-* ($,A-i)-* ?JT) at /T>2#7K . The situation ia il-

lustrated by the curve (A) in the ?ig.2 calculated U3ing

y - 0.71 KeV, /Zr/Ms) = 0.073 Ke7, Г
6
 ° л* у ™ ' .9 lit

300 MeV and fueif/4зг = 2 . 3 GeV^ ' •'. One may conclude

from this picture, that the carve (A) ie very bad candidate

for description of the experimental distribution.

/-»
in the (Ш )-aolecule aodel

If the о meson consists of rather weakly bound X and
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К mesons, a statistical weight of the intermediate state

in the matrix element (7) would be close to unity.

Then using a value of the matrix element {ККj<ft /o/ follo-

wing fro» the chiral theory^^ we get'
1
*'

~ 0.61 KeT

in agreement with a result of £ef«/12/

Г (Яшт
г
)ъ 0.6 KeV

which was obtained by calculation ' SYY
 a e i n

S %•£ (°)

weakly bound system of К and Л mesons*

But hare we real grounds to consider the b meson as the

system of X and К mesons only ?

In any model qrith the ̂ ^fi/symmetric strong Interaction

the constants 3 Ъкк
 аЛ(

^ S^'!
3r n a r e

 nearly the same magnitu-

des. Consequently, a mixing of the states <?T and KK of order

of 1 must take place and a wavefunction of S~ must not coinside

with fat .

It should be noted also, that using the parameters of

two-quark S~ meson predicted by a chiral theory^
1
*', leads

to a width of S~ considerably larger than one obtained in

Ref./17/. This fact reduces an attraction of (XK )-molecule

model as the only one giring a small width ^s-*
t
jjr * Besi-

*^A small width ^ j r » 50 Me? was obtained also in the quark
/18/

loop model' ' by direct calculation of the triangle loop shown

in Fig.3a. It should be mentioned, however, that an «valuation

of such a loop is not equivalent to evaluation of the loop

diagram of Fig.1, because the corrections shown in Pig.3b

(which are absent in. the case of §""*2/" decay), may change

the result in a considerable fashion» Evidently, euch cor-

rections originate a difference between /V,jr calculated in

(see the next page)
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dee, a email width. of the S~ aeson contradicts to the expe-

rimental result' , as it has been aeationed «bore*

5
t
 May the value /$yy — !•} КеУ be coneiatent with the

experimental data ?

It has been observed in Ref./H/ that for a wide 3~

resonance one could get considerably larger ^Vr- from the

experin ental data on the reaction ̂
с
*^"*/

г
-
7
" than in the

case of a narrow О resonance* She data analysed in the

paper* ** had corresponded to the cross section
 <
&'(W'*'?'*

r
)

which was by two times smaller than a cross-section obtained

in recent paper* • » For this reason only '$УУ ~ 0*5 KeV

was consistent with the old data.

Let* s examine now, can the new data on ^'(^
Jf
f'

JT
) be

described using the theoretical prediction for ^g
r
y i*

the two-quark model of the £~ meson»

Por the wide 5" resonance we hare the next formulae
/6,H/ z

where W-/F у /> ~

п пг) = &?» /V-

'Ref./17/ and /fyi? » 300 MeV predicted by the chiral theory/
3
*
7

taking effectively into account all loop corrections.
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The curve S of Pig.2 shows the reeult of calculating

a cross eection of the process ff-tft,^)-*^ using the for-

mulra (21) with the /} /'#1$) - 304 MeV and /^-,/^=1.3

KeV. We had not taken into account a contribution XJ*> A fS*

-*К
+
К~-*Уу ) * because at /В>2М

к
%Ы.ъ contribu-

tion was compensated by fast decreasing fa A (£-*%£"-> 2JTj.

contributing about half of total width /*_ at /s — №g .

It is seen from ?ig.2 that the curve В seems to be more

suitable for a description of the data on the reaction Xtf^>

-* tp xr than the curve A obtained with /J /#}£)•=. 0.073

KeV.

Taking into account the experimental errors we may

conclude that the predictions of the two-quark model are not

inconsistent with the experimental data.

6. Conclusion

It follows from the above analysis :

1. The predictions of the two-quark model of the Ъ

resonance seems tc be consistent with the experimental data

at r
s
^f/*7s)~ 1.3 KeV end Q f*»s) ~ 300 MeV.

2. Contrary to expectations, the data on the process

£.* hjr do not permit to choose between qq and q^q1

models of S~ in the meanwhile. The reason lies in absence

of reliable calculation of /2 in the four-quark model of S~ .

If /rL,//^» 1-2 KeV in this model' U /
t it would be diffi-
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cult to dietinguiab the q̂ q*" model from the qq model. To

understand the nature of the 8" resonance we need for more

precise aeaeurement of f$yy <und tor reliable calculation

of /jvy in the four-quark model*
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